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“When Health Is Absent, Wisdom
Cannot Reveal Itself, Art Cannot
Manifest, Strength Cannot Fight,
Wealth Becomes Useless And
Intelligence Cannot Be Applied.”
Quote By Herophilus The Father Of Anatomy Who Founded The First School Of Anatomy
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This is an online paper helping minimise the impact on the environment. If you have any questions, enquiries or wish to advertise in our
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Derek’s Mobile 0425 315 615 or info@thegoodnewsnp.com.au
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We Report On & Publish Endless Weekly
Waves Of Environmentally Friendly Good News,
Inspirational Stories & Positive Solutions
All Around The World To Help Make
People’s Lives Better.
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What Would Happen If You Stopped
Eating Sugar For 1 Week?
Over 2,878,000 Views
Can The 15 Benefits Of Not Eating Sugar In This Video Help You? Watch It And decide for yourself
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Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com

To Buy This Book For Just $17
Simply Click
On The Affiliate Link Below

http://abd671shio292q4jseo3vq9t07.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=DSH
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Are You Putting Low Octane Food
In Your High Performance Body?
This is an opportunity for
you to try my 6 core and 8
special purpose energy/nutrition bars at the bulk price.
In this trial pack you will receive:

Vegan Bar
A single serve of Nutri-Blast
Nutrition Powder (if available)

The cost for this Trial Pack is
$117 including postage and
handling within Australia.
Energy Booster Bar
For shipment to other counPremium Energy Bar
tries, drop me an email for
Nutrition Booster Bar
Peak Nutrition Bar eXtreme pricing. Kind regards Tom
Grimshaw.
Nutrition Bar
Bug-Out Bar
orders@healthelicious.com.
au
HiProtein Bar
Low FODMAPs Bar
MAX Nutrition Bar
Marathon Bar
Nut-Free Energy Bar
NutriBlast Vegan BarThin
and Satisfied (Weight Loss/
Diet/Diabetic) Bar
Is having more energy is made by companies
and staying healthy of more interested in their
interest to you?
profit than your nutrition and health?
The reason many people And that the more nutriare tired is that nearly tious your diet, the more
everybody, with regards energy you will have,
to optimal nutrition, is the younger looking you
“running on empty”.
will stay and the better
your health?
Dr Robert Thompson in
his book “The Calcium Here’s some feedback
Lie II” says he has never from one lass who purhad a patient do a min- chased a trial pack of
eral hair analysis whose my bars:
results did not come “Thank you so much.
back showing them de- I am Kylie’s sister and
ficient in one or more she was the one who
minerals.
told me about Healthelicious. She swears by
That means 100% of us the Nutrition Booster
are not getting sufficient bars so in my quest to
nutrients to optimally feel more energised
sustain our energy and and just feel ’good’ on
health.
a daily basis, I thought
I would give them a go.
And the datum that really blew me away was About 6 months ago I
the fact that we cannot started on what I call
utilise vitamins if we a new food journey. I
lack adequate minerals! started to take a close
look at what my family
That tired feeling you and I were consuming
frequently experience and have made many
would probably vanish significant
changes
if you ate nutrient dense based on some wider
food every few hours.
research than what is
recommended in mainWould you agree that stream media.
most of what you eat

So my journey now has
brought me to Healthelicious and I look forward
to seeing what happens
and discovering more
information.
Thank you for the suggestion on where to
start with the bars and I
would love to give you
feedback.
Thanks again. I appreciate the email.
Regards Amy”

riences.
On the taste side, I
found them all mostly
to be quite palatable.
The hardest one for me
to eat was definitely
the Thin & Satisfied. I
found it a little nasty to
eat but the peppery taste
and smooth consistency just made it edible
for me. On the up side,
I had half the bar at 10
am at work and it kept
me awake all day, even
on the train trip home
where without fail, I
always fall asleep! I
however had so much
energy I found it hard
to wind down that night.
It’s a dangerously energetic bar indeed.

Now, keep the above
in mind (the fact that
Amy was already eating a healthier diet for
6 months prior to starting on my bars) while
reading her report on
how she did on the trial I also found the Bug
pack...
Out Bar to be quite
“Hi Tom,
strong but palatable. All
the other bars were pretThought it was about ty easy to eat and tasted
time I shared some of fine.
experiences during my
Healthelicious Bar and I ate the bars in halves
Slice challenge.
for breakfast and found
I went a good 3 hours
I began slowly with the before I felt hungry.
bars in the order you This was great as presuggested and will at- vious to this I found I
tempt to talk about would eat breakfast and
some of the more inter- be hungry very soon
esting results and expe- after. In fact I found

I would eat more and
more just to stop feeling hungry. After finishing the bars, I have
been taking half a Nutrition Booster Bar daily
at breakfast and as with
the other bars feel full
and satisfied. I also find
that my muscles have
energy.

per sweet after eating
the bars for a couple of
weeks though. I am pretty sure my kids loved
them too as some mysteriously went missing
from the fridge, never
to be seen again! They
ate my Choc chip slice
that I had been saving until the end.....oh
well, at least they were
This is most noticeable healthy....
walking up and down
the 48 stairs at the rail- Anyway Tom, I really
way station daily and do feel a positive enwhen I go to the gym ergy boost from eatafter work after being ing these bars. I just
awake for 15 hours. couldn’t seem to get it
Previous to Healtheli- from even the ’good’
cious, I could feel my food I was eating. My
muscles always feeling body feels energised
empty and constantly and this is a wonderful
feeling hungry no mat- feeling especially since
ter what I ate.
I don’t tend to get a lot
of sleep ( not through
Can you tell I am lov- lack of trying)
ing the bars? I have
Wow!
more energy and it’s Anyway....
for sharing
awesome. I love that the Thanks
nutrients I was obvi- Tom.
ously lacking could be
squished so beautifully Amy.”
into a ’super bar’.
Love your work Tom!
As for the slices, they
were all wonderful.
Yum. They did taste su-
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“Can You Stand And Fight Or Do You Just Run?”

Rhett Junker

Let Rhett Junker Founder,
Fight Rite Gym teach you
how to stand and fight
back against the bullies of
life...
Rhett has been Training
in the Martial Arts for 37
years, now teaching for
over 20 years. Rhett originally began training in
Judo at age 10 but soon
moved on to Tae Kwon Do
which he stayed with until
he was 17. At 17 he joined

the
Australian Regular
Army and after basic training was posted to Melbourne. After searching
the entire city Rhett found
Mr. Bob Jones, the Founder of Zen Do Kai, who he
began to train with and 30
years later is still a student
of and Chief Instructor for
Zen Do Kai in NSW.

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com

http://www.fightrite.com.au
Contact Us:

1st Floor Cnr Sunnyholt and Tattersall Roads
Blacktown NSW 2148
02 9831 4407 (+61 2 9831 4407)
0419 915 509 (+61 419 915 509)
General enquires: info@fightrite.com.au
Rhett: rhett@fightrite.com.au
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How To Become A Genius
Plus Discover 8 Genius Traits
Backed By Science

Please Click The Picture Below To Watch The Short 3m /30sec Video
By Brian Tracy

1: They adapt to their environment very easily
2: They are willing to admit how much they don’t know then easily learn it.
3: They are fascinated and very curious to find out more about things. ...
4: They are open to learning new ideas and ways of doing things ...
5: They are happy to be by themselves without worry or stress. ...
6: They are very disciplined with a lot of positive control in their lives. ...
7: They are always having fun, making jokes and are really funny. ...
8: They are sensitive to other people’s experiences.
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Dear Readers, Please Get Behind A Great Youth
Radio Station In Perth Western Australia

http://www.youthjamradio.com

Perth’s Positive
Alternative
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Is Your Self Talk Messing Up
Your Game Plan And Affecting
Your Outcomes?
If So Have A Listen To This And Retrain Your Mind For Success.
The Average Person Has About 50,000 - 70,000 Thoughts A Day.
It Can Get A Bit Noisy Up There.

Your Mind Is A Bit Like Your Body. If You Feed
Your Body With Junk It Will Get Fat And Sick.
If You Feed Your Mind With The Wrong Stuff It
Will Become Bloated With Junk Information And
Will Also Get Sick.

173rd Edition 13th March 2018
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Crosswords + Puzzles

CROSSWORD And Sudoko Puzzles thanks to Cath
ED of TGNNP

To keep your mind tuned up and ready for action.

I Got This!!!!

How Tuned Up Is Your Mind? Here Is This Week’s 173rd Edition Crossword.
Across

1

1 (Latin, short for
ibidem, meaning
the same place)
is the term used
to provide a
footnote citation
for a source that
was cited in the
preceding
endnote or
footnote. (4)

2

3
9

8

18

17

21

12 thin cylinder of
tobacco rolled in
paper (10)
15 metric unit of
volume or
capacity equal to
100 liters (2)

27
29

32

16 spins (5)
17 abbr yard (2)
18 most pleasant (6)
20 art ... a style of
fashion (4)
21 vision (3)
23 pass sentence (7)
25 concerning (2)

2 construct (5)
3 exhausted (7)
4 succeed in
dealing with (8)
6 protecting (10)
7 sound of a snake
(4)
10 abbr emergency
room (2)
13 stabilizes a golf
ball (3)
14 girl's name (4)

26 pair (3)

19 frozen water (pl)
(4)

27 abbr south east
(2)

20 abbr do not open
(3)

28 what we breath
(3)

22 spooky (5)

31 symbol for
nickel (2)

24 something that is
to be paid to (4)

32 collection of
things or people
(10)

23 abbr court (2)

29 exist (2)
30 man's name

22
25

24

26

1 having an
uncomfortable
sensation on the
skin (5)

14

19

20

Down

7

16

15

23

6
11

13

8 Italian word for
you (2)

11 hello (2)

5

10

12

5 burnt paper or
wood (3)

9 a revolution of
an engine per
minute (3)

4

(shortened) (2)

28
30

31

Last Week’s Solution.
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4 Benefits Of Growing
Your Own Vegetables
www.thegoodnewsnp.com.au

By Simon Ballard

Today, we are constantly
bombarded
with
information
about the pesticides
used
for growing
fruits and vegetables
and the negative impact they have on our
health. At the same
time,
supermarkets
widely promote organic groceries, but
as you know, they are
quite expensive.
Basically, your health
comes at the expense
of an empty wallet.
If you have a lovely
backyard, you must
have
considered
growing your own
vegetables. If you
are still wondering
whether to grow organic vegetables, get
to know the benefits
you will get:
You save money we cannot forget to
mention the fact that
growing vegetables
will save you a lot of
money. You will not
have to invest a huge
amount into preparing
your garden and buying seeds.
However, when you
do the math, you will
see that the amount
of your investment
equals the cost of several pounds of organic vegetables.
The health aspect when you grow your
own vegetables, using
pesticides is out of
question. Well, your
production might not
be as eye-catching as
the vegetables at the

grocery store, but at
least, it will be safe to
eat.
After all, you want the
best for yourself and
your family, and the
healthy,
nutritional
vegetables are a great
addition to the menu.
Take care of the
crops - many people
want to grow their
fruits and vegetables
but admit that they do
not have the gardening skills necessary
for getting a healthy,
abundant harvest.
You don’t have to
master a complicated
set of skills to grow
vegetables.
Still,
you’d better seek a
professional advice.

Various
researches
suggest that such kind
of activities strengthens the bond parentkid and teaches them
If you use profes- to be responsible tosional lawn mowing wards another living
or bush trimming ser- creature.
vices, don’t hesitate
to ask the gardeners So, if you are relucfor recommendations tant to get your kids
during their next vis- a pet, you can assign
them a gardening
it.
task. Tell them how
One of the most im- often they should waportant questions you ter the vegetables.
should ask is how to
them how
protect your crops Teach
against common pests to protect the crops
without
using any against weeds and
hazardous detergents. pests. The better performer gets an award.
Get the whole family involved - grow- It would be excessive
ing vegetables can be to say that you can
a fun activity for the have great crops withentire family. If you out dedicating time
are looking for a crea- and effort. In fact,
tive way to make the many gardeners spend
kids stop staring at at least several hours
their smartphones, ask per week taking care
them to help you in of their plants.
the garden.

Of course, you can
always arrange professional gardeners to
look after your vegetables. That means
that you need to
spend some extra
money on their services, but the majority of people say the
investment is justified
and the pros of growing your organic vegetables outnumber the
cons.

For
more information, visit http://www.
local-gardeners.co.uk
Article Source: http://
EzineArticles.com/
expert/Simon_Ballard/2352079
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Question? How Is It Possible
For Many Millions Of People
To Pay Off Their Mortgages
20+ Years Early?
Answer: Join The Wealth For The Workers’ Team For Free Then Use The
Leverage Of All The Working People Working Together Buying Their
E.Book Product Package To Help Each Other Pay Off Their Mortgages.

https://thegoodnewsnp.com.au/wealthfortheworkers/
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Crosswords + Puzzles

CROSSWORD And Sudoku Puzzles thanks to Cath
ED of TGNNP

To keep your mind tuned up and ready for action.

Easy

Sudoku
Medium

Hard
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Quote Of The Week!
see how you can apply it to make your and other
people’s lives better.

“Waiting Is Like Asking Life To Wait,
It Never Happens. Stop Waiting
Just Live Your Dream Now”
Derek White © March 2018

www.thegoodnewsnp.com.au

173rd Edition 13th March 2018

Stop Waiting For The
Perfect Time
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Watch This Short Three And A Half
Minute Video To Find Out How Easy It
Is For You To Create A Passive Income.
Just Click On The Picture To Play The Video

Turning Knowledge Into Wealth

Once Everyone Sees How Gobsmackingly
Simple This System Is There Will Literally
Be A Stampede To Join.

Watch The Video Now Before You Get
Distracted By Life. Your Risk-Free Passive
Income Is Only A Few Clicks Away.
Page 17
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Knock Knock! Who’s There? The
Solution. The Solution Who? The
Solution To All Your Problems!
Derek White © March 2018
By Derek White © March 2018
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“Be The Change For The Things You
Want To See Changed”
Here’s A Powerful Inspirational Video

“In A Gentle Way You Can
Shake The World”
Mahatma Gandhi

173rd Edition 13th March 2018
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How Do You Express Gratitude To
Your Animals
By Nedda Wittels

Gratitude helps us learn to live together
in peace and harmony.

Do you ever take the
time to tell your animals how much you
appreciate them?
There are many ways
to let them know how
you feel.
They do understand
everything you say
because they are all
telepathic.
Remember...
even
something an animal
does that might seem
annoying has one or
more gifts within it
that we can appreciate.
ALL ANIMALS:
•
I’m so grateful
that you’re here in my
life.
ence
•
I love to look
at you and watch the •
When
you
way you move.
don’t feel well or are
grumpy, I appreciate
•
I love your eyes the honesty of how
and the way you look you communicate that
at me.
to me.
•
When I look in •
Thank you for
your eyes, my heart helping me to learn
opens.
to communicate with
you telepathically.
•
You are so
beautiful to me.
•
Even when I
don’t fully get or un•
Your body is so derstand your mesperfect for you; it is sage, you generously
the Divine expression keep on trying to teach
of your Soul.
me.
•
You are so special to me.
•
You teach me
so many wonderful
things.
•
Thank you for
your wisdom, your
kindness, your energy,
and your very pres-

•
I love you
whether
you
are
happy, sad, mad, or
scared, and I’ll do all
I can to protect you,
care for you, and keep
you safe.
•
You are precious to me, and I’m
so grateful that you are
here with me. Thank
you.

CATS:
•
I love your gorgeous toes, powerful
claws, your soft fur,
your elegant tail.
•
It makes me
•
You have such smile and feel good
a generous and noble inside.when I watch
heart that I’m learn- you play.
ing to be more openhearted just by being •
I
love when
with you.
you give me whisk•
You make me er-kisses, when you
laugh, and that is so knead your paws on
wonderful and heal- my body, and the
ing.
sound of your healing

Thank you for
ture that mixes so •
beautifully with you barking to let me
know that someone
•
Thank you for expressions of love.
has arrived or that you
using the litter box on
I’m so glad need me to pay attena regular basis and for •
letting me know when you’re here with me. tion to something.
something is wrong.
Thank you.
•
The sound of
your bark is music to
•
Thank you for DOGS:
I love your my ears.
catching mice and for •
letting them know that beautiful body, your
You have been
they need to move out soft fur, and the way •
of the house.
you look at me with an excellent partner
for showing and other
adoration.
competitions.
Even
•
I am grateful to
I’m so happy when we don’t win
you for showing me •
your excellent hunting when you jump in 1st place, I appreciate
skills and for keeping my lap or cuddle up the effort you make to
the mouse out of my with me in bed or on please me.
bed while you play the floor.
•
I’m so glad
with it.
•
I so appreci- you’re here with me.
•
Thank you for ate it when you come Thank you.
jumping into closets when I call you.
continued on page...
and drawers to show
Thank you so
me things that need to •
be sorted and reorgan- much for letting me
ized.
know when you need
to go out to relieve
•
I
appreciate yourself.
your independent naPage 20
purr.
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An Introduction To Banjo
Geoffrey
(Please Click On The Picture To Play The Video)

For Bookings Please Call Or Text Geoffrey On 0434 544 181

Welcome To The Start Of Your“Banjo Journey”
You have started on a
wonderful journey of
discovery. In your first
block of lessons you will
begin with the basics.
By basics we mean the
fundementals of hand
positions, picking patterns, timing and rythm.
Some student travelers
take longer than others.
Be patient and practice
well.
Once you have mastered
these basics you will
have laid the foundations of your musical
road. From there you can
choose to travel alone or
with a guide.
Listen, watch and learn

from your guide and you Rhythm, timing & prowill travel well. The road gress assessment.
begins...Start!!
Lesson 5:
Assessments, review of
picking patterns, rhythm
Lesson Block 1.
Introductions, hand posi- and timing.
tions and basic picking
patterns.
In the
above lesson
block you will be introduced to your first tune
Lesson 2:
whether it is three-finger
Hand positions, progress, scruggs style or Dropmore picking patterns, thumb Mountain 2 finger.
progress.
Depending on your pracAssessment.
tice and determination
you should be making
Lesson 3:
some progress towards
playing your first tune
Progress in picking tec- with a reasonable degree
of confidence.
niques.
Lesson 4:
Page 21
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How Do You Express Gratitude To
Your Animals
By Nedda Wittels

Gratitude helps us learn to live together
in peace and harmony.

BIRDS:
•
I love your
beautiful
feathers,
your beak, and legs,
your talons, and especially your wings.
•
You
are so
beautiful to me that
I want to hug you
whenever I see you.
Since I cannot hug
you as strongly as I
want to, I send you energy hugs of love and
joy.
•
Thank you for
your affectionate kisses.
•
It makes me
feel so good every
time I hear you sing
with your lovely
voice.
water is an elegant
dance that fascinates
•
Thank you es- me
and takes me
pecially for giving up away from the busy
a life of free-flight to life I lead.
be here with me, living in a cage indoors. •
Your colors are
What generosity! You perfect for you and
are teaching me just bring me great pleasby being here, and I ure.
am so grateful.
•
I’m so glad
•
I’m so glad you’re here with me.
you’re here with me.
Thank you.
•
I am grateful to
you for being willing
FISH:
to live in a fish tank
•
I love to watch that’s much smaller
you swim in your fish than the wild world
tank. It gives me a from which you came.
sense of peace that is Your generosity amazvery precious to me es me. Thank you.
and that helps me
cope with challenges HORSES:
in my life.
•
You are amazing! Thank you for
•
You are so your enormous genbeautiful. The way erosity and willingyou move through the ness to carry me on

your back, even when letting me know when
frightyou may be tired or in something
pain.
ens you
or when
you don’t want to be
•
Thank you for schooled or ridden or
allowing me to sit participate in a comin your heart chakra petition.
where you can feel all
Thank you for
that is going on inside •
my body and my emo- always doing the very
tions, and for serving best you can even
me in this special way when I wish you could
that only a horse can do better.
do.
•
I am so grate•
Thank you for ful to you for being
allowing your free with me. Your presspirit to be harnessed ence fills my heart
by humans so I can with joy and love even
have the pleasure of when all I can do is
groom you and look at
your company.
you with adoration.
•
I appreciate all
the efforts you make •
I love so much
to take care of me to see you run with
when I drive or ride your mane and tail
you.
flying and the joy on
your face when you
•
Thank you for buck and spin and ex-

snakes or iguana, or a
pet tarantula, or bun•
Your sense of nies. There’s a long
humor doesn’t always list of possibilities.
match mine. Still, I
love that you have the What do you tell them
your appreability to laugh and to of
make me laugh.
ciation?
To share, please com•
Thank you so ment on this post.
much for being in my There are probably
life, for all that you some very individual
teach me, and for put- things your animals
ting up with inexpert do for which you are
grateful, and I’d love
riding skills.
to read about them.
•
Riding
you Article Source: http://
makes me feel united EzineArticles.com/
with the universe, and expert/Nedda_Witfor that I can never tels/3381
thank you enough.
press your freedom.

AN INVITATION:
There are so many
different species who
live with humans
these days.
You might have pet
reptiles,
such
as
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Easy Crock Pot Dinner
Recipes That You Can’t
Miss
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Recipes by Donna H

In a world of fast
food, microwaveable
meals and take-out,
it’s a good feeling to
go home to a warm
homemade meal that
you can enjoy with
the rest of your family.

spread onion slices at
the bottom. Rub the
meat with salt and
black pepper, coating
all sides.

rots around the roast.
Cover and cook for 8
hours on low heat until gravy is thick and
beef is tender.

Parmesan cheese, salt,
black pepper and half
of the french-fried onions in a crock pot.

matoes with juice
•
1
onion,
chopped
•
1 green bell
pepper, chopped
Stir, cover and cook •
1 cup chopped
Sprinkle the flour on a Creamy Green Bean for 5 to 6 hours on celery

These crock pot dinner recipes will surely
make your night more
special!

However, if you’re
working full time,
this is not always an
option. That’s where
the beauty of having
a slow cooker comes
in.

Donna H. is a nutrition expert. Although
not professionally, she
has dedicated over a
decade of her life researching and interviewing licensed nutritionists to gain the
knowledge she has
today - all for the love
of healthy eating and
dieting.

You can prepare and
throw in the ingredients in the pot before
you leave for work
then come home to a
fully-cooked meal.
Try these mouth-watering easy crock pot
dinner recipes:
The Pot Roast Special
What you need:
•
1 1/4 kilograms
boneless beef chuck
roast
•
5 peeled carrots
•
1 onion, sliced
•
1/2 cup water
•
1/4 cup all-purpose flour
•
1 packet dry
beef gravy mix
•
1 packet ranch
dressing mix
•
1 packet dry
Italian-style
salad
dressing mix
•
1 pinch salt and
ground black pepper
to taste

with Cajun seasoning, oregano, parsley,
cayenne pepper and
thyme. Cover and
cook for 8 hours on
low. Stir in shrimp
half an hour before
dish is cooked.

She is an avid slow
cooker and has contributed countless of
recipes to countless
popular websites.
clean surface then roll
the chuck roast into
the flour, covering all
sides. Pound the flour
into the roast then
place the roast in the
cooker on top of the
onions.
In a medium bowl,
mix together dry beef
gravy mix, ranch
dressing mix and dry
Italian-style
salad
dressing mix with water until smooth.

Lightly coat the inside
of a slow cooker with Pour mixture over
cooking spray then the meat. Place car-

Casserole
What you need:
•
2 cans cream of
chicken soup
•
4 cups frozen
cut green beans
•
2/3 cup milk
•
1/2 cup grated
Parmesan cheese
•
3/4 cup frenchfried onions, divided
•
1/4
teaspoon
salt
•
1/4
teaspoon
ground black pepper.

low setting. Pour remaining french-fried
onions on top of casserole before serving.

The Best Jambalaya
What you need.
•
1/2
kilogram
boneless and skinless
chicken breast halves,
sliced into 1-inch
cubes
•
1/2
kilogram
andouille
sausage,
sliced
•
1/2
kilogram
Mix together cream frozen cooked shrimp
of chicken soup, (tails removed)
green beans, milk, •
1 can diced to-

•
1 cup chicken
broth
•
2 teaspoons Cajun seasoning
•
2
teaspoons
dried oregano
•
2
teaspoons
dried parsley
•
1 teaspoon cayenne pepper
•
1
teaspoon
dried thyme.
Combine
chicken
cubes, sausage, tomatoes, onion, bell
pepper, celery
and
chicken broth in a
slow cooker. Season

Check out helpful tips
and tricks as well as
easy and delicious
slow cooker recipes
when using a crock
pot.
Article
Source:
https://EzineArticles.com/expert/
Donna_H./1519703
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If You Want No More Pain, Fly,
Drive Or Catch The Train To
Burwood Back
Pain.
(Please Click Picture To Watch The Video)

Personal Testimonial
From The Editor
Of The Good News
Newspaper.

all the staff cared for
me so well that between them they kept
me from having to
spend the rest of my
Nick, Chris and life in a wheelchair.
all the fantasic
staff at Burwood Since then they have
Back Pain have been rescued me from
my saving grace. quite a number of
serious spinal and
Years ago after a neck problems. I canvery serious lower not recommend them
back collapse when all highly enough.
I was bent over and Derek White.
doubled up in serious
pain, Nick, Chris and

Everything Is Connected.
If One Thing Is Out Of
Alignment, It Can
Likely Affect
Something Else.

www.burwoodbackpain.com.au 02 9744 7693
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By Richard Brody

Although, very few of
those, who, either ascend to, are selected or
elected, to a position
of leadership, become
genuine,
meaningful, effective leaders,
most, still, refer to all
of a these individuals,
as a leader!
What does it entail,
and what does it truly
mean, to be a leader?
How does one evaluate, whether, he is doing what is needed,
and necessary, to be
leading others, in a
relevant, significant
direction, in order to
become better capable, of bringing about
meaningful change,
for the better?
In other words, what
is the MEANING of
leading? With that in
mind, this article will,
therefore, attempt to
briefly examine, review, and discuss,
using the mnemonic
approach, precisely
what this means and
represents, and why, if
one hopes to become
significant leader, it’s
important to begin the
process, by knowing
what this means, and
represents.

challenges, obstacles,
needs, concerns, priorities, perceptions, and
goals, of his group,
and stakeholders?
While most realize,
it’s their duty and responsibility, to motivate others, to care,
more deeply, and become more involved
and committed, making every effort to
mention one’s constituent’s contributions,
regularly, goes a great
way, towards making
a mark, for the better!
2. Empathy; emphasis; energy:
When one listens, far
more than he speaks,
and focuses on learning from every conversation, and experience, he begins to
develop, a high degree
of genuine empathy,
which, nearly always,
energizes his stakeholders, in a positive
manner! This enables
a leader, to know,
what to prioritize, and
focus his emphasis!

necessary, and, then,
proceeding to take relevant, focused action,
drives quality leadership!
4. Needs:

Perhaps the most essential, single - component of leading, is
focusing, and being
driven by, the needs,
goals, priorities, and
3. Attitude; attenconcerns, of those one
tion; action:
serves and represents,
and responsibly, makOne will never being changes, for the
come a true leader, unbetter!
less he, both actually,
1. Motivate; men- as well as is perceived
5. Integrity; ideas;
tion; make mark; as, possessing a posiideology:
meaningful:
tive, can - do, attitude!
Shouldn’t a true leader, proceed, to try to
make a true, meaningful difference, for the
better, which requires,
understanding,
the

Combining
one’s
best intentions, with
a willingness, and
readiness, to consistently, pay attention,
to what’s needed, and

Integrity must be absolute, or one will
never be able to, nor
deserve, the trust, of
those he represents!

One’s leadership must
be consistently based
on an ideology, which
is in sync with the visions, missions, and
heritage, of the organization! A true leader
identifies all the necessities, and brings
forth, the highest
quality ideas, which
will make the group,
greater!
6. Niche; nuances:
Every
organization
has
some unique
characteristics, history, heritage, etc,
and, therefore, effectively leading, means
understanding
the
niche, and proceeding with the nuances,
which will best drive
success, and achievement!

7. Generate good- sultant, professionally
will; growth:
run events, consulted
to thousands of leadOrganizations must ers, and conducted
either
proceed, to personal development
consistently grow, in seminars, for 4 decthe most sustainable ades.
manner, or they will
lose their
ability Rich has written three
to be relevant! Real books and thousands
leaders focus on their of articles. His comconstituent’s needs. pany, PLAN2LEAD,
and do all they can, to LLC has an informagenerate goodwill!
tive website http://
plan2lead.net
and
We have briefly dis- Plan2lead can also be
cussed some of the followed on Facebook
contributing
fac- http://facebook.com/
tors, and considera- Plan2lead
tions, regarding, the
MEANING of leading. Will you commit Article Source: httto the process, and ps://EzineArticles.
commitment?
com/expert/Richard_
Brody/492539
Richard has owned
businesses, been a
COO, CEO, Director
of Development, conPage 26
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Classified Advertising 02 9837 4443
Whole Page Advertising With Full Colour: $50 plus gst Per
Week ($55.00)
Picture thanks to www.pixabay.com

Half Page Advertising
With Full Colour $25 plus
gst Per Week ($27.50)

Quarter Page Advertising
With Full Colour $12.50 plus
gst Per Week

1/3rd Of A Page Advertising With Full Colour

= $6.25 plus gst Per Week ($6.87)

1/6th Of A Page Advertising
With Full Colour
$3.12 plus gst Per Week ($3.43)
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Do You Want To Listen To
Some Positive Talk Radio With
Solutions Offered?
130th Edition 4th April 2017

Then Tune Into
www.healthylife.net
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If you would like to advertise in our paper please call Derek or Cath
on the following numbers Sydney Australia ( 02 ) 9837 4443
Derek’s Mobile 0425 315 615 Cath’s Mobile 0423 470 701.
We distribute Online to 196 Countries via Facebook, Linkedin,
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from Readers

Advertising Deadline 12 O’clock Every Friday
PRUDENTIAL PARTNERS Chartered Accountants
Level 4, 47 York Street Sydney NSW 2000
Australia T + 61 2 9290 2640 F + 61 2 9290 2641
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Ph: 0423 470 701

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com
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